**Persuasive!**

**Today's Special**

**LUNCHEON SPECIAL**

**Baked Crispy Onion Soup**

**Fresh Spareribs**

**Boulangerie Francaise**

3rd Floor, 608 5th Avenue

**The Chef Recommends**

**Flights of Fancy**

30.00-

**Sculptor Buys Mountain for Huge Carving**

Zinkwazick, 39, Who Ate Lincoln, Buys Redwood Base

On October 29th, a significant event occurred when a prominent sculptor, known for his impressive works, purchased a large redwood mountain for the purpose of creating a monumental carving. The sculpture, titled "The Spirit of the Ages," was designed to commemorate a historic event. The sale price was reported to be $5,000,000, a substantial sum that reflects the artist's vision and the potential impact of the artwork.

**Rain Suspends "Assailant" Attack on U.S. Base**

Air and Sea "Assailant" Honesty "Strife" Forces

Hamlinockets, New York, Nov. 4—A plane which was scheduled to attack a U.S. military base in Hamlinockets was delayed due to heavy rain. The "Assailant" planes, in a marked departure from their earlier tactics, were expected to launch a series of coordinated attacks on various targets. However, the weather conditions made it impossible to proceed with the operations.

**2 Ex-Officers Testify on Navy Oil Deal in '43**

Sy Refusal of Armes to Compromise Noted in Sale at $1.05 a Barrel

By Raymond L. Blair Washington, D.C., Nov. 4—Two former Navy officers testified today that the Navy's "policy" regarding the sale of Armes oil was not followed in a transaction that resulted in the purchase of the oil by the Navy. The former officers, known for their expertise in military oil operations, provided detailed evidence of the mishandling that occurred during the transfer of the oil. Their testimony is expected to have a significant impact on the ongoing investigation into the matter.

**Lunchtime Stories Charm Longchamps**

Flowers from MAX SCHLÖGLER

Bamako, 22

**Get by Clipper, Fastest Service!**

**NEW YORK—BERMUDA**

Only 3 hours by Clipper Daily Flight—Space is Limited—Reserve Your Space Today at

uards, Pan American Airways, Inc.

**Hammer Galleries**

One-of-a-Kind Jewels

The beauty of the Collections has been enhanced by the addition of a unique collection of rare and antique jewels. The gallery's reputation for exceptional quality and craftsmanship is once again on full display, highlighting the innovative and timeless appeal of these fine pieces.

**November Cruises from New York**

Spare New Available for 16, 28, and 36 Cruises

Spree New Available for 16, 28, and 36 Cruises

Cruises to Nassau, Bermuda, and the Bahama Islands

**Kashmir Goat**

For centuries the fluffy wool of Kashmir goats was woven into exquisite fabrics prized for their softness. Today D'Andrea Brothers continue this tradition, using the finest goats to create textiles that are celebrated for their unique qualities.

**Strike!**

Few sports allow perfection to be repeated as easily as strike in bowling. Always there is the lure of “300”—the magical twelve successive strikes. You must have your own ball, to score consistently and the right help a lot.

Here are some suggestions.
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